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November 19, 2007

4th Grade, Room 12

“How-To”

Mrs. Laurain is an alien from another planet that requires instructions on how to complete simple human tasks....
HOW TO MAKE A STRAWBERRY MILKSHAKE

By Ryan

First you get the strawberrys. Then you get the blender. Then you get the milk. Next you get the suger. Last get the knife. step1 cut strawberrys and put them in blender and grind them add milk and suger. Step2 ENJOY!

How To Make A Sunday

By Anthony

Mrs.Laurain if you want to make a Sunday you need to follow these Sept. Sept 1 buy ice cream.  Step 2 get a spoon and 2 bowls. Sept 3  get the chocolate fudge. Step 4 get the vanilla ice cream. Step 5 go back to the store and buy some cherry and cookies and cool wipe anhd go back home. Step 6 get the bowl and spoon. Stet 7 open the box of ice cream. Step 8 use the spoon to scoop out the ice cream form the box and put it in the bowl. step 9 put on the chocolate fudge and put it in the mikeunwave for 16 secends then put on the cool wip. step 10 put the cookies on the side and the cherry on top. Step 11 eat it.
><<O My God Where Is Your Car>>

*By Makayla*

Do you what to drive a car? Well this is how first you will need 1 car, 1 bottle of gas, 1 street and 4 tires next you need to buy a car then put the gas in the car then get in then you put your set belt on then put your hands on the wheel then put your foot on the gas pedal and drive then when you come up to a stop sign put your foot on the break pedal then park.

how to make a ham sandwich

*by Citlalli*

Once Mrs. Laurain wants to learn how to make a tossed ham sandwich and. We need a kitchen, bread, manays, ham, plate,. The first step is get in the kitchen. Put the manays on one side of the bread. Then put the ham on one side of the bread. After that put the bread on the ham. Then put it on the plate.
HI AND WELCOME TO HOW TO BUILD A WISHINGWELL

By Shaylyn

Matteirals, wood, tiles, a saw, nails, hammers, screws, screw driver, square ruler, pencils, medal

circle with holes.

Step 1. go get supplies

2. make sure have all supplies.

3. cut supplies to size

4. Mark a 1234 or 5 on wood and square tiles to put in place.

5. make sure cut holes for handle to go through.

6. stand up tallest pieces of wood shoulder length apart.

7. put numbered pieces of wood in circle form around shoulder length apart.

8. place medal with holes in between circle

9. put square wood pieces on top of shoulder length wood.

10. nail tiles to roof do not hammer your finger

11. line up tiles with square ruler.

12. put circled wood in center.
How To Make A Ham Sandwich

By Matthew

It is easy if you ask your brother to help. To make a ham sandwich you need one plate, one peace of cheese, two pieces of ham and two pieces of bread. First you get the ham, cheese and the bread. Next put the ham and the cheese on the bread. Last you put the last pieces of bread and put it on top. It will be faster if you do it like that.

How Do You Wash A Dog?

By Julie

To wash a dog you will need: 1 dog, 1 bucket of warm water, and 1 tub of soap. First, fill the bucket of warm water with some soap. Second, put the dog you picked out in the warm, and soapy water. Next, rub some of soap from the water and onto the dog. Then, pour some warm water on the dog to rinse it off. After that, let the dog out of the bucket and dry him off with a clean towel. Finally, you have a clean and shiny dog to run around and play.
Are you stuck in a gas station parking lot not knowing how to get gas? FIRST YOU WILL need one car and some money. Your steps are 1. GET YOUR MONEY 2. GET IN THE CAR 3. GO TO THE GAS STATION 4. GIVE YOUR MONEY TO THE CASHIER 5. GO TO YOUR CAR AND OPEN YOUR GAS TANK 6. PUT THE HOSE IN THE GAS TANK 7. TAKE THE HOSE OUT AND DRIVE AWAY.

By Alyssa C.

---

**How to Make a Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwich**

*By Cynthia*

This is for Mrs. Laurain. Before you start making the sandwich this is what you need: bread, jelly, peanut butter, a knife, and a plate. Ok let’s get started the first step is you get a piece of bread and you spread the peanut butter with the knife. Step two then you get the jelly and spread it over the peanut butter. Step three finally you put the pieces of the bread together and you eat the sandwich.
How to get gas

By Austin

First you get a car that needs gas. So you go to the gas station. Then you go and drive. And when you run out again, then you go back and pay and get gas.

Are you just sitting there with a needle in your hand but not knowing how to sew. Well this is just the right thing for you.

Well if you want to learn how to sew then read on.

STEP#1: Get something to sew like a ripped coat.

STEP#2: Get some thread.

STEP#3: Get a needle.

STEP#4: Make white dots where you need to sew with a white sewing pencil.

STEP#5: Put the needle on the white dot then put it up the white dot again.

STEP#6: Keep doing that and you will learn how to sew.

By Alyssa B.
How To Make pancakes

By Ethan

Welcome to how to make pancakes now lets make some pancakes. First have a adult turn on the stove for safety. Then get your supplies you need one cup of pancakemix, 1/2 cup of water, a bowl, a pan, and a stove, put the pan on the lite stove. Next get the bowl grab the mix open the mix and pour it in the bowl then add water to the mix cook the mix flip it and enjoy.

How to play halo 3.

By Justin

Press the a button to jump. Press the b button to hit with your gun. Get a thing that looks like a circle then press the x button to use it. Press the rb button to reload or grab a weapon. Press the Lb button to grab a gun and use it with another one to use both at the same time and shoot with the left gun by pressing the Lt button and to shoot with the right gun press the rt button. Throw a grenade by pressing the Lt button and it will explode and to switch to a grenade press the Lb button. Press the y button to switch to your other weapon.
How to make a sandwich

By Nathan

1. get out some bread
2. then find some blony
3. also some ketchup
4. put one piece of bread on the table
5. then put one peace of blony on the bread
6. next put some ketchup on the blony
7. the last thing you have to do is put the bread on top and that’s how to make a sandwich.

How to Make a Cake

By Larissa

First I go to the kitchen. I get out some butter, suger, bowl, eggs, and flour. Then mix butter and suger together in a bowl. Then add eggs 1 by 1. Mix flour into the bowl. Turn on the stove to put the cake.
Peanut Butter And Jelly

By Jamie

Step #1 Get two pieces of bread.
Step #2 Get peanut butter and jelly.
Step #3 Get a knife.
Step #4 Put the peanut butter on the bread.
Step #5 Put the jelly on the bread.
Step #6 Eat it.

The end!!!!

HOW TO MAKE A PB&J SANDWICH

By Nicholas

It is easy to make a pb&j sandwich you will need 2 slices of bread,A jar of peanut butter,A jar of jelly, and a knife.

First you get two slices of bread.
Next you get spread jelly on one slice of bread. Then you spread peanut butter on one slice of bread. And put the two slices together. Finally you eat the sandwich.
How To Build A Treehouse

By Alex

Steps:

1. We Had To Get The Wood.
2. We Brought The Wood Home.
3. My Dad Hammared The Wood To The Tree.
4. He Cut Wood With Saw.
5. We Maded Beds In The Treehouse.
7. So Well In The Summer.

HOW TO WASH THE dishes

By Kevin

For Mrs.Laurain  Before you start you need,sponge,dish soap,water,and a sink. You take the dish and put soap on it. Take the sponge and scrub. After you scrub you rins. Then dry them. Last you put them away.